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The fundamental quantities one requires in the calculation of scattering processes involving hadronic
particles are the parton distributions. Global ts MRST2001-ZEUSt use all available data, largely structure
functions, and the most up-to-date QCD calculations, currently NLO{in{s(Q2), to best determine these
parton distributions and their consequences. In the global ts input partons are parameterized as, e.g.
xf(x; Q20) = (1 − x)η(1 + x0.5 + γx)xδ
at some low scale Q20  1−5GeV2, and evolved upwards using NLO DGLAP equations. Perturbation theory
should be valid if Q2 > 2GeV2, and hence one ts data for scales above 2− 5GeV2, and this cut should also
remove the influence of higher twists, i.e. power-suppressed contributions.
In principle there are many dierent parton distributions { all quarks and antiquarks and the gluons.
However, mc; mb  QCD (and top does not usually contribute), so the heavy parton distributions are
determined perturbatively. Also we assume s = s, and that isospin symmetry holds, i.e. p ! n leads to
d(x) ! u(x) and u(x) ! d(x). This leaves 6 independent combinations. Relating s to 1=2(u + d) we have
the independent distributions
uV = u− u; dV = d− d; sea = 2  (u + d + s); d− u; g:
It is also convenient to dene  = uV + dV + sea + (c + c) + (b + b). There are then various sum rules
constraining parton inputs and which are conserved by evolution order by order in S , i.e. the number of up
and down valence quarks and the momentum carried by partons (the latter being an important constraint
on the gluon which is only probed indirectly),
∫ 1
0
x(x) + xg(x) dx = 1:
When extracting partons one needs to consider that not only are there 6 independent combinations, but
there is also a wide distribution of x from 0:75 to 0:00003. One needs many dierent types of experiment for a
full determination. The sets of data usually used are: H1 and ZEUS F p2 (x; Q
2) data H1A,ZEUS which covers
small x and a wide range of Q2; E665 F p,d2 (x; Q
2) data E665 at medium x; BCDMS and SLAC F p,d2 (x; Q
2)
data BCDMS-SLAC at large x; NMC F p,d2 (x; Q





2) data CCFR at large x which probe the singlet and valence quarks independently; ZEUS and
H1 F p2,charm(x; Q
2) data ZEUSc,H1c; E605 pN ! +X E605 constraining the large x sea; E866 Drell-Yan
asymmetry E866 which determines d− u; CDF W-asymmetry data Wasymm which constrains the u=d ratio
at large x; CDF and D0 inclusive jet data D0,CDF which tie down the high x gluon; and NuTev Dimuon
data NuTeV which constrain the strange sea.
The quality of the t to data is usually determined by the 2. There are various alternatives for
calculating this. The simplest is adding statistical and systematic errors in quadrature. This ignores the
correlations between data points, but it is the only available method for many data sets. In principle it
should be improved upon, but in practice sometimes works perfectly well.
A more sophisticated approach is to use the covariance matrix













(Di − Ti(a))C−1ij (Dj − Tj(a));
where N is the number of data points, Di is the measurement and Ti(a) is the theoretical prediction depending
on parton input parameters a. Unfortunately, this relies on inverting large matrices.
One can also minimize with respect to the systematic errors, i.e. incorporate the systematic errors into
the theory prediction















where the second term constrains the values of sk. This allows the data to move en masse relative to the
theory, but assumes the correlated systematic errors are Gaussian distributed. One can actually solve for
each of the sk analytically CTEQLag, simplifying greatly. This method is identical to the correlation matrix
denition of 2 at the minimum, but it has the double advantage that smaller matrices need inverting and
one sees explicitly the shift of data relative to theory. However, one may ask whether Gaussian correlated
errors are realistic and whether it is valid to move data to compensate for the shortcomings of theory.
MRST nd that for HERA data increments in 2 using this method are much the same as for adding errors
in quadrature, and data move towards theory MRST2001. However, for Tevatron jet data the correlated
systematic errors dominate and must be incorporated properly.
Once a decision about 2 is made, the above procedure completely determines parton distributions at
present. The total t is reasonably good and that for CTEQ6 CTEQ6 is shown in Table 1 for the large
data sets. The total 2 = 1954=1811. For MRST The total 2 = 2328=2097 { but the errors are treated
dierently, and dierent data sets and cuts are used. The same sort of conclusion is true for other global fits
Botje,Giele,Alekhin,H1Krakow,ZEUSt (which use fewer data). However, there are some areas where the
theory perhaps needs to be improved, as we will discuss later.
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Hessian (Error Matrix) approach
In this one denes the Hessian matrix H by
2 − 2min  2 =
∑
i,j
Hij(ai − a(0)i )(aj − a(0)j ):
H is related to the covariance matrix of the parameters by Cij(a) = 2(H−1)ij ; and one can use the
standard formula for linear error propagation.




This has been employed to nd partons with errors by Alekhin Alekhin and H1 H1Krakow (each with
restricted data sets), as demonstrated in Fig. 1.
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